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We analyze the implications of neutrino masses for the magnitude of neutrino magnetic moments.
By considering electroweak radiative corrections to the neutrino mass, we derive model-independent
naturalness upper bounds on neutrino magnetic moments, µν , generated by physics above the
electroweak scale. For Dirac neutrinos, the bound is several orders of magnitude more stringent than
present experimental limits. However, for Majorana neutrinos the magnetic moment contribution
to the mass is Yukawa suppressed. The bounds we derive for magnetic moments of Majorana
neutrinos are weaker than present experimental limits if µν is generated by new physics at ∼ 1
TeV, and surpass current experimental sensitivity only for new physics scales > 10 – 100 TeV. The
discovery of a neutrino magnetic moment near present limits would thus signify that neutrinos are
Majorana particles.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (minimally extended to include
non-zero neutrino mass) the neutrino magnetic moment
is given by [1]
µν ≈ 3× 10−19
( mν
1eV
)
µB . (1)
An experimental observation of a magnetic moment
larger than that given in Eq.(1) would be an unequivo-
cal indication of physics beyond the minimally extended
Standard Model. Current laboratory limits are deter-
mined via neutrino-electron scattering at low energies,
with µν < 1.5× 10−10µB [2] and µν < 0.7× 10−10µB [3]
obtained from solar and reactor experiments, respec-
tively. Slightly stronger bounds are obtained from astro-
physics. Constraints on energy loss from astrophysical
objects via the decay of plasmons into νν pairs restricts
the neutrino magnetic moment to be µν < 3× 10−12 [4].
Neutrino magnetic moments are reviewed in [5, 6, 7], and
recent work can be found in [8, 9].
It is possible to write down a na¨ive relationship be-
tween the size of µν and mν . If a magnetic moment is
generated by physics beyond the Standard Model (SM)
at an energy scale Λ, as in Fig. 1a, we can generically
express its value as
µν ∼ eG
Λ
, (2)
where e is the electric charge and G contains a combi-
nation of coupling constants and loop factors. Removing
the photon from the same diagram (Fig. 1b) gives a con-
tribution to the neutrino mass of order
mν ∼ GΛ. (3)
We thus have the relationship
mν ∼ Λ
2
2me
µν
µB
∼ µν
10−18µB
[Λ(TeV)]2 eV, (4)
which implies that it is difficult to simultaneously recon-
cile a small neutrino mass and a large magnetic moment.
FIG. 1: a) Generic contribution to the neutrino magnetic mo-
ment induced by physics beyond the standard model. b) Cor-
responding contribution to the neutrino mass. The solid and
wavy lines correspond to neutrinos and photons respectively,
while the shaded circle denotes physics beyond the SM.
However, it is well known that the na¨ive restriction
given in Eq.(4) can be overcome via a careful choice
for the new physics. For example, we may impose a
symmetry to enforce mν = 0 while allowing a non-zero
value for µν [10, 11, 12, 13], or employ a spin suppres-
sion mechanism to keep mν small [14]. Note however,
that these symmetries are typically broken by Standard
Model interactions. The original version of the well-
known Voloshin mechanism [10] involved imposing an
SU(2)ν symmetry, under which the left-handed neutrino
and antineutrino (ν and νc) transform as a doublet. The
Dirac mass term transforms as a triplet under this sym-
metry and is thus forbidden, while the magnetic moment
term is allowed as it transforms as a singlet. However, the
SU(2)ν symmetry is violated by SM gauge interactions.
For Majorana neutrinos, the Voloshin mechanism may
be implemented using flavor symmetries, such as those
in [11, 12, 13]. These flavor symmetries are not bro-
ken by SM gauge interactions but are instead violated
by SM Yukawa interactions, provided that the charged
lepton masses are generated via the standard mechanism
through Yukawa couplings to the SM Higgs boson.1 By
calculating neutrino magnetic moment contributions to
1 If the charged lepton masses are generated via a non-standard
2mν generated by SM radiative corrections, we may thus
obtain general, “naturalness” upper limits on the size of
neutrino magnetic moments.
In the case of Dirac neutrinos, a magnetic moment
term will generically induce a radiative correction to the
neutrino mass of order [15]
mν ∼ α
16π
Λ2
me
µν
µB
∼ µν
3× 10−15µB [Λ(TeV)]
2 eV. (5)
If we take Λ ≃ 1 TeV and mν . 0.3 eV, we obtain the
limit µν . 10
−15µB , which is several orders of magnitude
more stringent than current experimental constraints.
The case of Majorana neutrinos is more subtle, due to
the relative flavor symmetries of mν and µν respectively.
The transition magnetic moment [µν ]αβ is antisymmetric
in the flavor indices {α, β}, while the mass terms [mν ]αβ
are symmetric. These different flavor symmetries play
an important role in our limits, and are the origin of the
difference between the magnetic moment constraints for
Dirac and Majorana neutrinos [15].
It has been shown in [16] that the constraints on Ma-
jorana neutrinos are significantly weaker than those ob-
tained in [15] for Dirac neutrinos, as the different flavor
symmetries of mν and µν lead to a mass term which is
suppressed by charged lepton masses. This conclusion
was reached by considering one-loop mixing of the mag-
netic moment and mass operators generated by Standard
Model interactions. The authors of Ref. [16] found that
if a magnetic moment arises through a coupling of the
neutrinos to the neutral component of the SU(2)L gauge
boson, the constraints obtained in [16] for µτe and µτµ
are comparable to present experiment limits, while the
constraint on µeµ is significantly weaker. Furthermore,
constraints on magnetic moments generated only via a
coupling to the U(1)Y (hypercharge) gauge boson were
found to be additionally suppressed. Thus, the analysis
of [16] lead to a model independent bound that is less
stringent than present experimental limits.
We shall show that two-loop matching of mass and
magnetic moment operators implies stronger constraints
than those obtained in [16] if the scale of the new physics
Λ & 10 TeV. Moreover, these constraints apply to a mag-
netic moment generated by either the hypercharge or
SU(2)L gauge boson. In arriving at these conclusions,
we construct the most general set of operators that con-
tribute at lowest order to the mass and magnetic mo-
ments of Majorana neutrinos, and derive model indepen-
dent constraints which link the two. We thus obtain a
completely model independent naturalness bound that –
mechanism, SM Yukawa interactions do not necessarily violate
flavor symmetries. However, such flavor symmetries must always
be broken via some mechanism in order to obtain non-degenerate
masses for the charged leptons.
for Λ & 100 TeV – is stronger than present experimen-
tal limits (even for the weakest constrained element µeµ.)
Our key findings are summarized in Table I.
Our result implies that an experimental discovery of a
magnetic moment near the present limits would signify
(i) neutrinos are Majorana fermions and (ii) new lepton
number violating physics responsible for the generation
of µν arises at a scale Λ which is well below the see-saw
scale. Implications for neutrinoless double beta decay
in theories with low scale lepton number violation have
been discussed in [17].
II. FRAMEWORK
Following Refs. [15, 16] we assume that the magnetic
moment is generated by physics beyond the SM at an
energy scale Λ above the electroweak scale.2 In order to
be completely model independent, the new physics will
be left unspecified and we shall work exclusively with
dimension D > 4 operators involving only SM fields, ob-
tained by integrating out the physics above the scale Λ.
We thus consider an effective theory that is valid below
the scale Λ, respects the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry of
the SM, and contains only SM fields charged under these
gauge groups. We assume that all the usual SM interac-
tions are present, including the Yukawa couplings of the
charged leptons to the SM Higgs. We shall also work with
the flavor states να (i.e. the basis where the charged lep-
ton masses are diagonal) and discuss the mass eigenstate
basis in Section V. Note that in either basis, Majorana
neutrinos cannot have diagonal magnetic moments, but
are permitted non-zero transition moments.
The lowest order contribution to the neutrino (Ma-
jorana) mass arises from the usual five dimensional op-
erator containing Higgs and left-handed lepton doublet
fields, L and H , respectively:
[
O5DM
]
αβ
=
(
LcαǫH
) (
HT ǫLβ
)
, (6)
where ǫ = −iτ2, Lc = LTC, C denotes charge conjuga-
tion, and α, β are flavor indices. The neutrino magnetic
moment operator must be generated by gauge invariant
operators involving the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge fields,
W aµ and Bµ respectively. The lowest order contribution
arises at dimension seven, so we consider the following
operators,
[OB ]αβ = g
′
(
LcαǫH
)
σµν
(
HT ǫLβ
)
Bµν , (7)
[OW ]αβ = g
(
LcαǫH
)
σµν
(
HT ǫτaLβ
)
W aµν , (8)
where Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ and W aµν = ∂µW aν − ∂νW aµ −
gǫabcW
b
µW
c
ν are the U(1)Y and SU(2)L field strength ten-
sors, respectively, and g′ and g are the corresponding
2 We do not consider models with new light particles, such as [18].
3couplings. We also define a 7D mass operator as[
O7DM
]
αβ
=
(
LcαǫH
) (
HT ǫLβ
) (
H†H
)
. (9)
We note that the three 7D operators given by Eqs.(7-9)
do not form a closed set under renormalization. The full
basis of 7D operators may be found in the appendix.
Operators O5DM and O
7D
M are flavor symmetric, while
OB is antisymmetric. The operator OW is the most gen-
eral 7D operator involving W aµν (see the appendix for
details). However, as it is neither flavor symmetric nor
antisymmetric it is useful to express it in terms of opera-
tors with explicit flavor symmetry, O±W , which we define
as
[
O±W
]
αβ
=
1
2
{
[OW ]αβ ± [OW ]βα
}
. (10)
Our effective Lagrangian is therefore
L = C
5D
M
Λ
O5DM +
C7DM
Λ3
O7DM (11)
+
CB
Λ3
OB +
C+W
Λ3
O+W +
C−W
Λ3
O−W + · · · ,
where the “+ · · ·” denote other terms that are not rele-
vant to the present analysis.
Due to the differences in the flavor structure of O+W
and O−W , the phenomenological manifestations of C
+
W
and C−W are quite distinct. After spontaneous symme-
try breaking, the flavor antisymmetric operators OB and
O−W contribute to the magnetic moment interaction
1
2
[µν ]αβ ν
c
ασ
µννβFµν , (12)
where Fµν is the electromagnetic field strength tensor,
[µν ]αβ
µB
=
2mev
2
Λ3
(
[CB(MW )]αβ +
[
C−W (MW )
]
αβ
)
,
(13)
and the Higgs vacuum expectation value is 〈HT 〉 =
(0, v/
√
2). The flavor symmetric operator O+W does not
contribute to this interaction at tree-level. Similarly, the
operators O5DM and O
7D
M generate contributions to the
Majorana neutrino mass terms, 1
2
[mν ]αβ ν
c
ανβ , given by
1
2
[mν ]αβ =
v2
2Λ
[
C5DM (MW )
]
+
v4
4Λ3
[
C7DM (MW )
]
. (14)
In sections III and IV below, we calculate radiative cor-
rections to the neutrino mass operators (O5DM and O
7D
M )
generated by the magnetic moment operators O−W and
OB. This allows us to determine constraints on the size
of the magnetic moment in terms of the neutrino mass,
using Eqs.(13) and (14). Our results are summarized in
Table I below, where the quantity Rαβ is defined as
Rαβ =
∣∣∣∣∣
m2τ
m2α −m2β
∣∣∣∣∣ , (15)
with mα being the masses of charged lepton masses. Nu-
merically, one has Rτe ≃ Rτµ ≃ 1 and Rµe ≃ 283.
i) 1-loop, 7D µWαβ ≤ 1× 10
−10µB
(
[mν ]αβ
1 eV
)
ln−1 Λ
2
M2
W
Rαβ
ii) 2-loop, 5D µWαβ ≤ 1× 10
−9µB
(
[mν ]αβ
1 eV
) (
1 TeV
Λ
)2
Rαβ
iii) 2-loop, 7D µBαβ ≤ 1× 10
−7µB
(
[mν ]αβ
1 eV
)
ln−1 Λ
2
M2
W
Rαβ
iv) 2-loop, 5D µBαβ ≤ 4× 10
−9µB
(
[mν ]αβ
1 eV
) (
1 TeV
Λ
)2
Rαβ
TABLE I: Summary of constraints on the magnitude of the
magnetic moment of Majorana neutrinos. The upper two
lines correspond to a magnetic moment generated by the OW
operator, while the lower two lines correspond to the O−B op-
erator.
III. SU(2) GAUGE BOSON
We first consider contributions from O±W to the mass
operators. Contributions to O5DM occur through match-
ing of the effective theory onto the full theory at the
scale Λ, illustrated at one-loop order with the diagrams
of Fig. 2. If the operator O−W is inserted at the vertex,
these two diagrams sum to zero. This is no surprise, as
these two diagrams contain no non-trivial flavor depen-
dence. We therefore cannot obtain a contribution to the
flavor symmetric mass operator by inserting the flavor
antisymmetric operator O−W .
FIG. 2: Contribution of O+W to the 5D neutrino mass op-
erator. The shaded box indicates the O+W operator while
solid, dashed, and wavy lines correspond to leptons, Higgs,
and gauge bosons, respectively.
However, one-loop matching does yield a contribution
to O5DM associated with the flavor symmetric operator
O+W of order
C5DM (Λ) ≃
α
4π sin2 θW
C+W (Λ) , (16)
where we have estimated the one-loop matching contribu-
tions using Fig. 2 and na¨ive dimensional analysis (NDA).
We note that this contribution arises from loop momenta
of order Λ, and that the precise numerical coefficient can-
not be obtained without knowing the structure of the
theory above this scale. We therefore follow the argu-
ments of Ref. [19] and employ NDA to estimate these
high momentum contributions.
We see that the one-loop contribution to the 5D mass
term provides a strong constraint on C+W but no con-
straint on the parameter C−W . In general, C
±
W are un-
related parameters in the theory. If the new physics
were to have no specific flavor symmetry/antisymmetry
4it might be natural for C±W to be of similar magnitude.
Alternatively, given the strong constraint on C+W aris-
ing from Eq.(16), a sizable magnetic moment requires
|C−W | ≫ |C+W |. We identify two scenarios, to be discussed
below:
• |C−W | ∼ |C+W |
• Arbitrary |C−W |
A. Special case: C−W ∼ C
+
W
We have seen that the flavor antisymmetric operator
O−W does not contribute to the 5D neutrino mass term at
1-loop order; thus a direct constraint on the magnetic mo-
ment is not obtained from the diagrams in Fig. 2. How-
ever, suppose we had a theory in which the coefficients
of O+W and O
−
W were of similar magnitude, C
+
W ∼ C−W .
Then, using Eqs.(13), (14) and (16) we have
mν ∼ α
8π sin2 θW
Λ2
me
µν
µB
,
∼ µν
0.4× 10−15µB [Λ(TeV)]
2 eV, (17)
and thus obtain a stringent µν bound similar to that for
Dirac neutrinos.
We emphasize that Eq.(17) is not a model-independent
constraint, as in general O+W and O
−
W are unrelated.
While it might seem natural for the the new physics to
generate coefficients of similar size for both operators, we
could obtain finite C−W and vanishing C
+
W (at tree-level)
by imposing an appropriate flavor symmetry.
B. General case: Arbitrary C−W .
We now consider the more general case where C+W and
C−W are unrelated, and directly derive constraints on the
the coefficient of the flavor antisymmetric operator, C−W .
1. 7D mass term — OW
As the operator O−W is flavor antisymmetric, it must
be multiplied by another flavor antisymmetric contribu-
tion in order to produce a flavor symmetric mass term.
This can be accomplished through insertion of Yukawa
couplings in the diagram shown in Fig. 3 [16]. This di-
agram provides a logarithmically divergent contribution
to the 7D mass term, given by
[
C7DM (MW )
]
αβ
≃ 3g
2
16π2
m2α −m2β
v2
ln
Λ2
M2W
[
C−W (Λ)
]
αβ
(18)
where mα are the charged lepton masses, and the exact
coefficient has been computed using dimensional regu-
larization and renormalized with modified minimal sub-
traction. We note that Eq. (18) gives the O−W contribu-
tion to the neutrino mass from all scales between Λ and
the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking to leading
log order. Moreover, while all contributions of the type
(g2 ln Λ/MW )
n could be resummed using the renormal-
ization group, a study of analogous operator mixing for
Dirac neutrinos[15] suggests that it is sufficient to retain
only the leading log contribution. Using this result – as
well as Eqs. (13) and (14) to relate C−W and C
7D
M to µµ
and mν respectively – leads to bound (i) in Table I.
Note that this provides a weaker constraint than that
in Eq.(17), as it is suppressed by the charged lepton
masses, and also only logarithmically dependent on the
scale of new physics Λ.
FIG. 3: Contribution of O−W to the 7D neutrino mass opera-
tor.
2. 5D mass term — OW
The neutrino magnetic moment operator O−W will also
contribute to the 5D mass operator via two-loop match-
ing of the effective theory onto the full theory at µ ∼ Λ.
FIG. 4: Representative contribution of O−W to the 5D neutrino
mass operator.
An illustrative contribution is shown in Fig. 4. As with
the diagrams in Fig. 3, we require two Yukawa insertions
in order to obtain a flavor symmetric result. This dia-
gram contributes to the 5D mass operator, and we again
provide an NDA estimate:
[
C5DM (Λ)
]
αβ
≃ g
2
(16π2)2
m2α −m2β
v2
[
C−W (Λ)
]
αβ
. (19)
Again, using Eqs.(13) and (14), this leads to bound (ii)
in Table I. In doing so, we have neglected the running
5of the operator coefficients from the scale Λ to MW since
the effects are higher order in the gauge couplings and
have a negligible numerical impact on our analysis.
Compared to 1-loop (7D) case of Eq. (18), the 2-loop
(5D) matching leads to a mass contribution that is sup-
pressed by a factor of 1/16π2 arising from the additional
loop, but enhanced by a factor of Λ2/v2 arising from the
lower operator dimension. Thus, as we increase the new
physics scale, Λ, this two-loop constraint rapidly becomes
more restrictive and nominally provides a stronger con-
straint than the 1-loop result once Λ & 4πv ∼ 4 TeV.
Inclusion of the logarithmic Λ-dependence of one-loop
mixing implies that the “crossover ” scale between the
two effects is closer to ∼ 10 TeV.
IV. HYPERCHARGE GAUGE BOSON
Unlike the case of the SU(2)L gauge boson, where a
flavor symmetric operator O+W exists, the operator OB
is purely flavor antisymmetric. Therefore, it cannot con-
tribute to the O5DM mass term at one loop. As was noticed
in [16], the one-loop contribution of OB to the O
7D
M mass
term also vanishes.
3. 7D mass term — OB
If we insert OB in the diagram in Fig. 3, the contribu-
tion vanishes, due to the SU(2) structure of the graph.
Therefore, to obtain a non-zero contribution to O7DM from
OB we require the presence of some non-trivial SU(2)
structure. This can arise, for instance, from a virtual W
boson loop as in Fig. 5 [16].
W
B
FIG. 5: Representative contribution of OB to the 7D neutrino
mass operator at two loop order.
This mechanism gives the leading contribution of the
operator OB to the 7D mass term. The OB and OW
contributions to the 7D mass term are thus related by
(δmν)
B
(δmν)W
≈ α
4π
1
cos2 θW
, (20)
where θW is the weak mixing angle and where the fac-
tor on the RHS is due to the additional SU(2)L boson
loop. This additional loop suppression for the OB contri-
bution results in a significantly weaker neutrino magnetic
moment constraint than that obtained above O−W . The
corresponding limit is shown as bound (iii) in Table I.
4. 5D mass term — OB
However, the leading contribution of OB to the 5D
mass term arises from the same 2-loop matching consid-
erations (Fig. 4) that we discussed in connection with
the O−W operator. Therefore, the contribution to the 5D
mass term is the same as that for OW , except for a factor
of (g′/g)2 = tan2 θW . We thus obtain
[
C5DM (Λ)
]
αβ
≃ g
′2
(16π2)2
m2α −m2β
v2
[CB(Λ)]αβ , (21)
corresponding to bound (iv) in Table. I. Importantly,
this is the strongest constraint on the OB contribution
to the neutrino magnetic moment for any value of Λ.
V. FLAVOR STRUCTURE
All the magnetic moment bounds presented in Table I
contain the factor Rαβ = m
2
τ/(m
2
α − m2β). This factor
arises from the Yukawa insertions that are necessary to
obtain flavor symmetric mass terms from the flavor an-
tisymmetric magnetic moment operators. The strongest
constraints are those for the µτe and µτµ transition mo-
ments, as Rτe ≃ Rτµ ≃ 1. However Rµe = 283, so the
constraint on the e−µ transition moment is much weaker.
In the foregoing analysis, it was convenient to work in
the flavor basis (where the charged lepton masses are di-
agonal). However, given µαβ , we can use neutrino mixing
matrix to determine µij , where i, j denote neutrino mass
eigenstates. Rotating the neutrino magnetic moments
from the flavor basis to the mass basis gives
µij =
∑
αβ
µαβU
∗
αiUβj (22)
= µτe (U
∗
τiUej − U∗eiUτj) + µτµ(...) + µµe(...).
Since most elements of Uij are large, it would be natural
to expect that all elements of µij would be of similar size.
In particular, all elements of µij will receive a contribu-
tion from µµe (the most weakly constrained element in
the flavor basis.) Therefore the µµe constraint will trans-
late into similar limits for all elements of µij .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed radiative corrections to the neutrino
mass arising from a neutrino magnetic moment coupling.
Expressing the magnetic moment in terms of effective
operators in a model independent fashion required con-
structing operators containing the SU(2)L and hyper-
charge gauge bosons, OW and OB respectively, rather
6than working directly with the electromagnetic gauge bo-
son. We then calculated µν naturalness bounds arising
from the leading order contributions to both the 5D and
7D Majorana mass terms. These bounds are summarized
in Table I.
At the TeV scale, the strongest bound comes from a 1-
loop contribution to the 7D mass term as previously dis-
cussed in [16] [limit (i) in Table I]. However, this bound
applies only to a µWν contribution to the magnetic mo-
ment, and not to a µBν contribution. Even for the µ
W
ν
contribution, the bound on the e− µ transition moment
is weaker than current experimental limits.
However, we have shown that 2-loop contributions to
the 5D mass term always provide the strongest bound on
µBν [limit (iv) in Table I] and also provides the strongest
bound on µWν provided Λ & 10 TeV [limit (ii) in Table I].
We have estimated this contribution – associated with
matching the effective theory onto the (unspecified) full
theory at high scales – using NDA. The resulting expres-
sions for µBν and µ
W
ν differ only by a factor of tan
2 θW .
Taking the µBν limit (the weaker of the two) we have
µαβ ≤ 4× 10−9µB
(
[mν ]αβ
1 eV
)(
1 TeV
Λ
)2 ∣∣∣∣∣
m2τ
m2α −m2β
∣∣∣∣∣ .
(23)
For any scale Λ, Eq.(23) is the most general naturalness
bound on the size of the Majorana neutrino magnetic
moment. It can only be evaded in the presence of fine
tuning of the couplings or model-dependent suppression
of the matching conditions at the scale Λ.
Turning now to the current experimental situation, the
best laboratory limit obtained from scattering of low en-
ergy reactor neutrinos is “µe” < 0.7× 10−10µB [3]. Note
that this limit applies to both µτe and µµe, as the flavor
of the scattered neutrino is not detected in the experi-
ment. Taking the neutrino mass to be mν . 0.3 eV (as
implied by cosmological observations, e.g.[20]), Eq.(23)
gives
µτµ, µτe . 10
−9 [Λ(TeV)]
−2
µµe . 3× 10−7 [Λ(TeV)]−2 . (24)
We thus conclude that if µµe is dominant over the
other flavor elements, an experimental discovery near the
present limits (e.g., at µ ∼ 10−11µB) would imply that
Λ . 100 TeV. On the other hand, any model that leads
to all elements of µαβ having similar size would only be
consistent with the mν naturalness bounds if Λ . 10
TeV.
Our conclusions can be summarized according to the
scale of the new physics, Λ:
I) Λ . 10 TeV
• No conflict with experimental limits.
• Both OW and OB contributions to µν are
possible, though OW contributions are more
tightly constrained.
II) Λ & 10 TeV
• µτµ, µτe bounds stronger than experimental limits
• µµe bound weaker than experimental limits
• Same limit irrespective of whether µν generated
by OW and OB
III) Λ & 100 TeV
• The µαβ bound becomes stronger than current
experimental constraints, for all α, β.
The limit on the the magnetic moment of a Dirac neu-
trino is considerably more stringent than for Majorana
neutrino. This is due to the different flavor symmetries
involved. In the Dirac case, no insertion of Yukawa cou-
plings is needed to convert a flavor antisymmetric oper-
ator into a flavor symmetric operator, and the stringent
limit µ ≤ 10−15µB holds (in the absence of strong can-
cellations). A significant implication is that if a magnetic
moment µ & 10−15µB were measured, it would indicate
that neutrinos are Majorana fermions, rather than Dirac.
Moreover, the scale of lepton number violation would be
well below the conventional see-saw scale.
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APPENDIX A: FULL 7 DIMENSIONAL
OPERATOR BASIS FOR MAJORANA
NEUTRINOS
Here, we analyze the full set of gauge invariant oper-
ators of dimensions five through seven containing left-
handed lepton doublet fields, one Higgs doublet, and
SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge bosons. It is convenient to
classify the operators according to their dimension and
field content.
Mass operator (two fermion and four Higgs fields):
O7DM =
(
L¯cǫH
) (
HT ǫL
) (
H†H
)
(A1)
Magnetic moment operators (two fermions, two Higgs
and one gauge boson field):
OB =
(
L¯cǫH
)
σµν
(
HT ǫL
)
Bµν
OaW =
(
L¯cǫH
)
σµν
(
HT ǫτaL
)
Wµνa
ObW =
(
L¯cǫτaH
)
σµν
(
HT ǫL
)
Wµνa
OcW =
(
L¯cǫσµνL
)
(HǫτaH)Wµνa (A2)
7However, it can be shown that the operators involving
Wµνa are related via
2OaW −OcW = −2ObW +OcW = OaW −ObW . (A3)
Furthermore, we have
[
ObW
]
αβ
= [OaW ]βα . (A4)
Therefore, there is only one independent operator involv-
ing Wµνa , which we may choose to be O
a
W ≡ OW . We
note that the operator defined in Ref. [16],
ODavidsonW =
(
L¯cǫτaσµνL
) (
HǫτbH
)
Wµνd εabd, (A5)
corresponds to the flavor antisymmetric component of
OW . Explicitly, O
Davidson
W = O
a
W −ObW ≡ 2O−W .
Two fermion fields, two Higgs fields, and two derivatives:
Oa3 =
(
L¯cǫH
) (
DµH
T ǫDµL
)
Ob3 =
(
DµL¯cǫD
µH
) (
HT ǫL
)
Oc3 =
(
DµL¯cǫH
) (
HT ǫDµL
)
Od3 =
(
L¯cǫDµH
) (
DµH
T ǫL
)
(A6)
It is also possible to establish relationships between some
of the Oi3 operators. Transposition yields:
(Oa3 )
T = − (DµLT ǫTDµH) (HT ǫTCTL)
= Ob3, (A7)
where the minus sign arises from the interchange of two
fermion fields, and we use ǫT = −ǫ, CT = −C. Since
the transpose of a number is the same number again, we
conclude that there is only one independent operator out
of these two, which we may choose to be Oa3 ≡ O13 .
The same trick applied to the remaining two operators
does not lead to any new relations. However, another
relation can be obtained via integration by parts. We
consider
0 = Dµ
(
DµL¯cǫHH
T ǫL
) ≡ {11}+ {12}+ {13}+ {14},
(A8)
where the numbers in square brackets denote the field on
which the first and the second derivative act, respectively.
The squared derivative acting on Higgs is zero by the
equation of motion, and that acting on fermion fields
leads to operators of the form OW,B . Repeating this trick
for all possible combinations, we obtain a system of 4
equations:
{11}+ {12}+ {13}+ {14} = 0 (A9)
{12}+ {23}+ {24} = 0
{13}+ {23}+ {34} = 0
{14}+ {24}+ {34}+ {44} = 0
1
2
({11}+ {44}) + {12}+ {13}
+{14}+ {23}+ {24}+ {34} = 0,
where the last equation is the sum of the first four. Sub-
tracting from this 5th equation the 1st and the 4th, we
obtain:
{14} = {23} − 1
2
({11}+ {44}), (A10)
which implies that the operator Oc3 can be expressed in
terms of the operators Od3 and OW,B. We are thus left
with just two independent operators with two derivatives:
O13 =
(
L¯cǫH
) (
DµH
T ǫDµL
)
O23 =
(
L¯cǫDµH
) (
DµHT ǫL
)
. (A11)
Two fermion fields, three Higgs fields, and one derivative:
Oa4 = e¯
cγµ
(
HT ǫτaL
) (
DµHT ǫτaH
)
Ob4 = e¯
cγµ
(
DµHT ǫτaL
) (
HT ǫτaH
)
(A12)
After fierzing, both operators reduce to just one inde-
pendent operator:
O4 = e¯cγµ
(
HT ǫL
) (
DµHT ǫH
)
(A13)
Four fermion fields and one Higgs:
OS5 =
(
L¯cǫL
) (
LTi e
c
)
ǫijHj
OT5 =
(
L¯cǫσµνL
) (
LTi σ
µνec
)
ǫijHj (A14)
Thus
{
O7DM , OB , OW , O
1
3 , O
2
3 , O4, O
S
5 , O
T
5
}
form the
complete set of 7D operators (where flavor labels have
been suppressed).
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